**Fabric Requirements**

16 Fairy Frost Colors - Fat Quarter of Each
Fairy Frost Black - 2 Yards (Includes Binding)
Fairy Frost Snow - 4 Yards
Backing - 4 1/2 Yards

Fusible Web - 4 1/2 Yards (17" wide)
Creative Grids 30° Triangle Ruler (#CGRSG1)

- CM0376_RED Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_CLEMENTINE Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_TANGERINE Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_SUNNY Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_BUTTER Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_GLASS Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_FRESH Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_AVOCA DO Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_MOSS Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_CARIBBEAN Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_STREAM Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_TURQUOISE Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_SAPPHIRE Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_OPAL Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_CARNATION Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_PRIMROSE Fairy Frost Fat Quarter
- CM0376_SNOW Fairy Frost 4 Yards
- CM0376_BLACK Fairy Frost 2 Yards (Including Binding)
Curves
by Swirly Girls Design
64” x 72”

Cutting:
WOF = Width of Fabric
WOFW = Width of Fusible Web (17”)

From Fairy Frost Snow:
Cut [16] 8-1/2” x WOF strips;
from each of [8] strips subcut [4] 8-1/2” squares (32 total) and [1] 4-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangle (8 total)
from remaining [8] strips subcut [64] 4-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles

From Fairy Frost Black: Cut [5] 9” x WOF strips; subcut [40] 4-1/2” x 9” rectangles

From 16 Fairy Frost Colors: Cut [2] 4-1/2” x 9” rectangles of each (32 total)

From Fusible Web: Cut [36] 4-1/4” x WOFW strips; subcut [72] 4-1/4” x 8-1/2” rectangles

Fusing & Cutting Curves:
Following manufacturer’s instructions, fuse [1] 4-1/4” x 8-1/2” rectangle of fusible web to the bottom and center of the wrong side of [1] 4-1/2” x 9” Color rectangle.

Fold the fused square in half to measure 4-1/2” x 4-1/2”. Align the FOLD LINE marked on the Creative Grids™ Circle Savvy Ruler with the folded edge of the fabric and the SEAM ALLOWANCE LINE on the bottom, raw edge of the fabric. Cut curve using the 8” slot on the ruler.

Repeat with remaining 4-1/2” x 9” Color rectangles and [40] 4-1/2” x 9” Black rectangles.

© Swirly Girls Design, Inc. Permission is granted to shop owners and teachers to make copies for promotional or educational purposes. This pattern may not be reproduced for commercial purposes.
Fold [1] 4-1/2" x 8-1/2" Snow rectangle in half (4-1/2" x 4-1/4"). Press to mark center and open. Align a Color curve with the center of the rectangle, making sure that there is 1/4" above curve and 1/4" on each side of the curve. Fuse curve to rectangle. Repeat with remaining Color curves and Black curves.

Edge stitch the edge of each curve using stitch of your choice. I used matching thread and the blanket stitch. Use the zig zag stitch if your machine doesn’t have a blanket stitch.

Arrange blocks as shown below and sew into horizontal rows. Use an accurate 1/4" seam and be careful not to catch the top of the curves in the seam allowance. Press toward 8-1/2" Snow squares. Sew rows together and press to complete quilt top.